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Ubaba Unathi

Meaning of Ubaba Unathi:
Ubaba Unathi is the Zulu word for “Daddy with 
us.”

Why this programme?
65% (12 Million) of South African children 
grow up without their father, resulting in angry 
and sad children, prone to addictive, violent and 
criminal behavior, early sexual activities and 
teenage pregnancies. 

The need for urgent change resulted in the 
development of the Ubaba Unathi training 
course to empower.

How does this programme work?
Trained group leaders present Ubaba Unathi 
in 5 sessions to 5-10 group members, with the 
aid of a workbook for each group member. 
Programme material is available in English.



Ubaba Unathi - Daddy with us

 
Content of the programme:
 Relationships
 Children’s need for fathers
 Father- and Mother roles
 Enable father-involvement
 Mom as the gateway
 Male role models
 Conflict management
 Communication
 Restoration and growth
 Systemic gatekeeping

How is a high standard maintained?
Only trained and registered group leaders may 
present the programme.
Group leaders submit completed registers and 
evaluation, whereupon certificates will be issued 
to members. 

What does the training of group 
leaders comprise?
Training will help the group leader:
 To conduct the content of the programme
 To understand the content of the 

programme.
 To understand cultural aspects of father 

absence.
 To build a trusting relationship with the 

group.
 To convey the meaning of the programme to 

the group.

This training is CPD accredited.

The seven hour group leader training is 
presented 4 times per year at SAVF Head Office 
or elsewhere on request.

Cost:
Costs are reasonable. Enquire about current 
training fee.

Fathers’ Network of SAVF Famnet 
continues work enabling father 

involvement. 

Visit www.justdadit.co.za

Additional SAVF FAMNET Parenting 
Programmes:

 Botswadi – Parental Guidance towards 
balanced care for the child.

 Rebuilding Dreams – A guide for young 
parents, addressing the challenges of 
teenage pregnancy and parenting and 
planning the future.

65% (12 Million) of South 
African children grow up 

without their fathers.


